
ProPAR stands for Proactive PAR, the latest offering from Cognosos that enables central supply and biomed teams 
to stay ahead of asset management needs by providing accurate and real-time visibility to asset counts and PAR 
level thresholds throughout hospitals and healthcare facilities.

Built on the innovative foundation of LocationAI™, Cognosos’ AI-powered location engine, ProPAR combines 
automatic replenishment notifications and accurate room-level visibility to eliminate the need for teams to 
manually locate equipment for maintenance, cleaning, or re-circulation, and ensures the clinical staffs’ needs 
for medical equipment are always met.

Turn reactive work into proactive process 

• PAR level settings and  and automatic replenishment notifications alert teams to asset replenishment and 
maintenance needs 

• Easy-to-read dashboards present a summary of asset availability and PAR-level management metrics
• Supports managing assets by exception,  saving time and ensuring teams focus only on areas that 

require replenishment, versus those that are sufficiently stocked
• Removes the legwork from asset collection with the ability for staff to see the status of assets ready for 

sterilization between patients at-a-glance

Reduce asset management costs 

• Understand asset throughput and identify bottlenecks in servicing, cleaning or maintenance
• Optimize asset category counts with enhanced insights around asset movement, dwell time and utilization
• Eliminate time spent searching for assets and enable teams to focus on higher value tasks

Support for enhanced patient care 

• Ensure clinical staff will have the right equipment at the right time, every time
• Provide a seamless patient experience by decreasing time spent waiting for critical equipment

ProPAR
Asset management with 
no more guesswork and 
much less legwork

ProPAR includes an 
intuitive traffic light 
interface with colors that 
drive action for teams 
managing assets.

Red for critical asset levels, 
yellow to indicate a restock 
is due before the inventory 
is too low, and green to 
indicate inventory is 
sufficient and teams are 
good to go!


